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At the moment, AMR meter deployment is going on in Finland. By the end of 2013
practically all the customers will have new meters. In the future, a considerable
amount of hourly metered load data will be available and new applications based on
this data is being developed.
In this project, AMR data is used in spatial long-term scenarios of electrical energy
consumption. Electricity utilities need long-term scenarios when responding to the
development of the society. While the planning and building of the transmission
system and substations may take several years to over a decade the time scales of the
scenarios should accordingly cover these needs.
In the developed scenario tool, the measured load data acts as a starting point of the
scenario. In the tool, background data from various sources, like the network
information system, the customer data base, municipality registers, interviews, the
temperature data, is linked to the measured load curves. Manifold analyses are then
possible and e.g. load curves can be updated and specific consumption determined. In
the project, the measured load curves are analysed in respect of the temperature and
the day light. In addition, the customer type can be recognized from the measurements
without using any background data.
A spatial simulation method is applied to create the load forecasts. In this part, the
spatial future construction of the area is a critical input data. In addition, the future
changes of the use of electricity and totally new loads can be added to the present,
temperature normalized load curve. Thus, it is possible to model the changes arising
in the coming decades.
In the project, spatial load forecasts were created for two different districts of
Helsinki. The other has mainly apartment houses with households and offices, the
other mainly small and row houses. The expectations of the coming construction
activity are considerably different and are clearly seen in the results.
The
scenarios covered the years 2010 – 2030.
The demonstration revealed the challenges in the handling of the huge amount of data
and in the linking of data from various data bases. The tool will be used by an expert
of the power system. The tool should give a possibility to dynamically vary the input
data and give as an output alternative, manifold scenarios. The results should be
available as tables as well as graphical, spatial scenarios. Thus, the graphical
information systems could be an interesting platform for this kind of a tool.
Keywords: AMR, Customer type, Load scenario, Spatial load analysis
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contribution has been defining of the developed scenario tool and collecting and
linking together the data from various sources and data bases. Koivisto has developed
the analyses of the measured load data in respect of the temperature and the day light
and the identification of the customer types.

The work of the developed scenario tool will continue in work package 6.11 of
CLEEN SGEM second funding period. Previously, two introductory Master’s theses
were published (Kaartio 2010, Koivisto 2010). The subsequent work is mainly
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Rimali's Master thesis by the summer 2011.
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Symbols and abbreviations

Symbols
dEne

Daily average of electricity consumption (Wh)

dLen

Day length (h)

t

Outside temperature (°C)

tAve

Daily average of outside temperature (°C)

Abbreviations
Facta

Municipality register of city of Helsinki

Forum

Customer database which is used in Helen Electricity
Network Ltd.

HSV

Helen Electricity Network Ltd (Helen Sähköverkko Oy)

LV

Low voltage

MV

Medium voltage

NIS

Network information system

VTJ

Population information system

Terms
ACKey

A specific key of a customer type identification tool.
Calculated by average consumption of warm days /
average consumption of neutral days

Customer type

A

tool

which

mathematically

defines

customer

types/groups for identification tool each metering or
connection point utilizing AMR time series

Connection point

A point where all customers of one real estate area

(Liittymä)

are connected to the electricity network. One connection
point contains one or more metering points
ix

EveKey

A specific key of a customer type identification tool.
Calculated by average of consumptions on eves /
average of consumptions on working days

HeatKey

A specific key of a customer type identification tool.
Calculated by average consumption of cold days /
average consumption of neutral days

Heat demand rate

A rate that can be used to eliminate the effect of outside
temperature on electricity consumption. Heat demand
rate is between January and August 17 ºC – outside
temperature t, when t is below 10 ºC. Between
September and December rate is 17 ºC – outside
temperature t, when t is under 12 ºC

HolidayKey

A specific key of a customer type identification tool.
Calculated by average consumption on holidays /
average consumption on working days

Metering point

A point where one individual customer is connected to

(Käyttöpaikka)

the electricity network. Metering point can also define
as one electricity meter.

NghtKey

A specific key of a customer type identification tool.
Calculated by average of night time consumptions /
average of day time consumptions

TypeKey

A specific key of a customer type identification tool
(Household, Office or Shop). Calculated by combining
EveKey and HolidayKey.
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1 Introduction
Electricity utilities are an essential part of the society and they should be able to
response to the developing and changing demands of electricity. Planning and
executing of major investments in the power generation, transmission and primary
substations takes several years, in urban city downtowns sometimes even a dozen of
years. Thus, electricity utilities should in their long-term planning have well-grounded
spatial scenarios about the load growth / decrease. For decades, the consumption of
electricity has mainly been increasing and no saturation has yet been seen. The cities
have grown and spread and at the same time the spatial electrical loads have increased
caused as well by expanding cities as by increasing specific consumptions. Of course,
instead of expanding and increasing the development could also include shrinking and
decreasing but in every case, the electricity utilities should be able to forecast the
spatial load changes in the long-term.

The present energy consumption is the basis for the long-term forecasts. In the
coming few years with remotely read AMR (Automatic Meter Reading)
measurements, major development will take place in metering and the knowledge of
each customer’s consumption of electrical energy. Nowadays, the load patterns of
smallest customers are modeled using the value of the annual energy and an assumed
indexed load curve of a certain customer group. With AMR hourly energy load
patterns available, they will present the actual data. The amount of data will be
considerable and this requires new applications to be launched. By combining the
AMR data with the outside temperature and daylight and other background
information e.g. of the customers and buildings the analysis can be deepened. For
example, an automatic customer group identification can be realized or the specific
consumption of customer group can be determined. Real AMR data with the
temperature data and explanatory data is one part of the development tool.

The hourly energy consumption can be presented for a single customer, in various
points of the network and also for different geographical areas and entities. The
present use of electricity will be known spatially in a more detailed way.
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Long-term forecasts demand data and tools to be able to reasonably cover decades
forward. The future growth of cities with new inhabitants and new employers and
employees means an additional demand of power and energy. The long-term forecasts
should include corresponding describing elements. In addition, the changes in the use
of electricity should also be modelled. For example, the penetration of electric cars,
small-scale production units and load control, the changes in illumination and heating
systems and new type of electric storages are factors changing the future load
patterns.

This report presents a scenario tool for spatial, long-term forecasts of the demand of
electricity. The tool includes elements of analysing the AMR data, the future city
growth and the changes in the future use of electricity. The structure of the
development tool is explained. The tool has been tested and demonstrated with two
dissimilar districts of Helsinki. The first results based on these trial areas are reported.
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2 Definition of scenario tool
The present electricity use is the starting point of scenarios. The future means changes
to the present electricity use as well as new consumption and production of the
electricity. In forecasts, the development of the society should be modelled and
included to the scenarios. The aim of forecasting is to result in a group of alternative
scenarios which are created based on various assumptions of the future development
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Measured annual energy in Helsinki in years 1980 – 2010, a trend and
some scenarios.
The forecasts are created to a determined area. Thus, the current loading of the area in
question is a vital input data. Figure 2 shows an example of a load density distribution
in Helsinki city.
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Figure 2. Load density distribution in Helsinki city (data 2007 Helen Electricity
Network Ltd). (Hyvärinen 2008)
In addition, the analyses of the present electricity use give valuable results of the
dependencies of electricity use on various background characteristics. To model the
development of the spatial loading, the future land use is one of strongest guide lines
for electricity use forecasts (Figure 3). In the scenarios, the future land use is
converted to the future electricity use and added to the present loading. Figure 3
shows also the analysis of the historical data. The recent history of the electricity use
tells an expert the past trend of the demand of electricity. By continuing the trend to
the near future could be one optional scenario. However, trending is not a suitable
method for long term scenarios. When having time scales of decades, the future land
use is a vital input.
Historical data

Electricity
use

Historical trend

Electricity
use

Figure 3. Spatial load forecasts.
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In the developed scenario tool, the present electricity consumption is received from
the AMR measurements. Explanatory data from various data sources (network
information system, customer data base, city registers, temperature data, interviews) is
linked together and to the measurement results. The present electricity use is analysed
to result in custom type identifications, dependencies on temperature and day light
and specific consumptions. To create the scenarios, the future development of the
society is converted to the future electricity use and this is further added to the present
consumption (Figure 4). By varying the input data, versatile prospects can be resulted
and evaluated for further needs.

city registers

customer data base

SCENARIO TOOL

NIS

AMR

hourly energy data series

future land use plans

future changes in
energy use, special loads

SCENARIO 2020
SCENARIO 2030
SCENARIO 2050

∑ El(h)
∑ Ek(h)
∑ Ej(h)

∑ Ei(h)

Figure 4. The scenario tool and linked data sources.
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3 Data Resources
Present methods on the spatial load analysis and forecast require major amount of the
background information from different data sources. A modern load model contains
various information from a network information system, an AMR measurement
database, a municipality register, a customer database, land use plans and a
temperature database (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Data sources of the electrical load scenario tool.

3.1 AMR measurements
Remotely read electric energy meters are being increasingly installed. In the
beginning of February 2009, a Finnish regulation was laid down about characteristics
of the new energy meters and the time schedule of the installation process. The
regulation determines that in the beginning of 2014, 80 % of all the customers should
6

have a remotely read energy meter which stores the hourly energy values (The
Council of State / Valtioneuvosto 2009). The above mentioned 80 % is the minimum
determined in the regulations. However, utilities typically install new meters to every
customer to avoid maintaining two parallel (manual, AMR) systems. Earlier the
energy consumption of a certain customer was characterized and modeled with the
measured annual energy value and a modeled, assumed, indexed load curve of a
customer class (Seppälä 1996). Now a major change will take place in the accuracy of
the load profiles of each customer. In the future, the hourly metered energy data
means individual load curves with 8760 readings / year / customer. One reading
means the amount of energy consumed in an hour meaning the average hourly active
power taken by the customer. Few examples of electricity consumption time series are
presented below (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Examples of AMR measurements.

As all the electricity utilities in Finland, also Helen Electricity Networks Ltd has
launched its project of new energy meters according to the demands of the regulation.
Helen Electricity Networks Ltd has about 335 000 customers and the investment
decision of new meters was divided into two phases. During the first phase the
7

districts in the downtown of Helsinki received new meters. This first phase included
ca. 120 000 customers and ended late 2009. The second phase including the rest of
Helsinki will have new meters by the end of 2012.

All the new AMR meters will offer hourly energy series from every customer
metering point. These series can be further analysed and reformed in manifold and
inventive ways. For example, the hourly series could be analysed based on

different areas,
 various geographical areas, like streets, blocks, districts,
villages, cities
 at certain points of the network, e.g.
the customer metering point, the connection point, the
distribution cabinet, the LV feeder, the secondary
transformer, the MV feeder, the primary substation
at various time periods or time stamps
 hourly series consisting of 24 values / day
 analyses could focus on certain time stamps, like summer /
winter, day/night, workday / weekend, maximum / minimum
load.
various customer types

AMR measurements through the operational area of Helen Electricity Network Ltd
are read and managed by Mitox Ltd. Mitox is a service provider for professional
electricity measurements and the company is a part of the Helen group. Mitox
transfers measurements from smart meters once a day via the mobile network using
the GPRS technology to their own measurement database. From the Mitox database
measurements are transferred to Generis Software’s measurement data warehouse
utilizing the specific database interface.
Generis is one of the Process Visions Ltd’s programs and it is designed for the energy
data management and storing. In the program, AMR measurements from all the
individual metering points are stored as time series which are identified by the
metering point number. Generis is featured for example with following properties: An
instant graph of the time series from a specific time period, a sum series of specific
metering points (a location, a part of the network, a metering point voltage) and an
excel export.
8

During the demo phase, all time series of the customers in the demo areas: Lauttasaari
and Pakila were exported to Excel. The time series were modified to an applicable
format for the mathematical customer type analysis. This method encountered
problems, since it is impossible to export more than around 500 customer’s one-yeartime-series without crashing the Generis workstation edition. Thus, spatial analyses
for larger areas were unfeasible. File sizes caused as well difficulties, because oneyear-time-series of one customer is between 0,1 Mt – 1,0 Mt depending on the file
format. Reasonable file size for data analysis in Microsoft Excel is around 500 Mt.

Further research pointed out that Generis supports directly exporting larger databases
in txt-format. This is applicable for the customer type analysis, after minor
modifications. For later automatic analysis this is a key advantage because it proofs a
possibility for an interface between Generis and a prospective scenario tool.

An applicable file-format for the customer type analysis consists of the consecutive
rows where one row represents one-day-hour-average-consumptions for one customer
(Figure 7). First in the row there is the metering point number, the date and then 24
hour-average-consumptions in kilowatt-hours. All the data is separated from each
other by a semi colon. If the consumption data is absent there is an empty space and if
there is no consumption it is marked by zero.

Figure 7. An applicable file format of AMR data for the customer type analyses.

Although in Helsinki the installing of smart meters for LV customers is having its
most intensive years during 2009 – 2012 the first pilot projects began already in 2001.
In addition to these projects, MV customers and larger LV customers have already
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used smart meters for several years. When beginning the projects with LV customers,
the AMR systems needed major development and trimming and thus, some readings
of LV customers have been incomplete. For the demo scenario needs, reliable LV
customer’s measurements were available since the beginning of the year 2010.

3.2 Municipality register
Traditionally the forecasts of an electrical load are done based on only by distribution
companies’ own historical information of the electricity consumption by trending and
simulating. Also external information, like land use plans are included. In the future,
utilization of citizen’s socio-economical information as well as the structure of the
Helsinki building base, will significantly improve and sharpen the scenarios.

Municipalities usually have a municipality register that contains the same information
as the national base registers, plus other similar information. The Municipality
register is used in city’s own activities and to update governmental registers.
Relations between objects in the Municipality register are described in the Figure 8
below.

Figure 8. Links between basic units.

There are many significant authorities updating the governmental registers concerning
geographical information used in municipalities. Such authorities are e.g. Population
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Register Centre, National land Survey of Finland, Central Statistical office, Ministry
of Justice, National Board of Taxes, National Board of Patents and Registration.
(Arponen 2004)

Cadastral registry
The cadastral properties are the most important information in the municipality
register. The buildings are connected to the properties and the building labels are
based on a property label. Building permits are granted based on properties.
Addresses are given to the property and buildings situated upon them. The inhabitants
of the municipalities have a residence label based on properties and buildings. (Räty
2008) The official cadastral registry consists of property and parcel information
according to the law. In Finland, a property is an autonomous land ownership unit
entered into the governmental cadastral registry.

The cadastral registry is maintained by National land Survey of Finland or the
Municipality where the property is situated on. The real estate registry is maintained
by Municipalities and local surveying offices. This duty is handled by 86
municipalities and 13 local surveying offices. Sites compounded on a city plan area
and public areas are maintained by a local municipality authority. Other properties in
the municipality are maintained by the local surveying office.

The cadastral registry is public and everyone can receive information from the
register.

Building and apartment registry
The Building and apartment registry is a basic register in Finland. It is maintained by
Population Register Centre and an administrative court and a part of population
information system (VTJ). A building is the main unit in the register. The building
information is maintained and controlled in close collaboration by the local building
permit authority in the municipality, administrative court and governmental cadastral
registry authorities. (Korhonen 2007)
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The most important information concerning the building in VTJ are the building label,
the building permits, the addresses of buildings and the postal code, the location on a
map, the statistical territory, the voting district, the parish, the date of completion, the
purpose of use, the using state of the building, the floor count, the area and the
volume, the building method, the facade material, the equipment, the network
connection and the owner information.

The most important information concerning the apartment in VTJ are the apartment
label, the area, the number of rooms, the kitchen type, the equipment information and
the occupier of the flat.

In the municipality, the local authority is obliged to report new building labels and
building label changes to VTJ. In the area of 250 municipalities, this issue is handled
by the local surveying office. (Maanmittauslaitos)

Information concerning buildings completed before the year 1980 was collected in a
population census and residence counting. It means that the contents of information
concerning these buildings is limited. After the year 1980 the information is received
from the municipality building permit authority. The municipality is responsible to
inform about all building permits they grant.

Besides the population information system administrated by Population Register
Centre, there are also other governmental and municipality registers that include
information about buildings. These are the property tax register administrated by
National Board of Taxes, Land Information system administrated by National land
Survey of Finland and municipality building registers. (Ahlfors 2008)
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Figure 9. The structure of the Facta municipality register.

The City of Helsinki maintains continuously the municipality register Facta. This
register is aimed to city’s internal use, but it is also available for public utilities of
Helsinki city such as Helen Electricity Ltd. The municipality register includes
information about citizens, city plans, real estates, buildings as well as estate owners.
For the electrical load analysis and scenarios, the most important tables in the register
are real estates and buildings (Figure 9). On the real estate level, the register provides
following information: the boarder coordinates of the real estate area, the permitted
building area, the purpose of the use as well as the number of the buildings in the real
estate. The main data on the building level is stored in two separate tables: basic
information of buildings and essentials of buildings. Table of buildings’ basic
information includes vital data for various load analyses such as the floor area, the
area of offices, the area of residences, the number of floors, the construction year, the
number of flats as well as the number of residents. Instead the table of buildings’
essentials includes specific characteristics of the buildings, like the heating method,
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the use of air conditioning or solar panels. This data is valuable for estimating the
exactness of customer types identified by the mathematical customer type tool.

Worth noticing is a detail that there is not reliable information on how large part of
the information in the data base is incorrect, deficient or out dated. There are also
significant differences in deficiency percentages between various data. Especially, a
major part of information in table of buildings’ essentials is absent. City of Helsinki
has ongoing projects to improve the reliability and coverage of the municipality
register.

Furthermore, the real estate information can be connected with connection points in
the network information system and AMR measurement database based on
coordinates (Chapter 4.1). In most cases, the electricity consumption in an individual
real estate is supplied from one connection point and thus the real estate and the
connection point are corresponding with each other. Certain data in a municipality
register is available only on a building level, but this data can be used on a real estate
level by summing (areas, the number of residents, the number of flats…), taking into
account the most common one (the purpose of use, the heating method..) or taking the
average (the construction year).

3.3 Customer database
Helen Electricity Network Ltd. uses Forum customer data system for managing
subscriptions and billing. For the spatial load forecasting tool, the software provides
two kinds of valuable information. The yearly consumptions for each individual
customer have been saved to the customer data system over a ten years period. The
day, night and total consumptions have been stored separately. After the temperature
normalization these consumption values can be used for calculating trends of the
electricity consumption changes. Trends can be calculated for the whole Helsinki
area, a certain district or a specific customer type utilizing the mathematical customer
type identification tool.
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The customer data system also includes the customer type information for all the
customers. The system contains 44 different customer groups. This customer type
data can, however, be outdated and thus, it is risky to use them directly for various
scenarios for specific customer groups. The customer type data is also received
mathematically by the customer type identification tool. The customer type data from
the customer data system and the same data determined by the customer type
identification tool can be compared and further used e.g. to estimate the performance
of the customer type identification tool.

3.4 Future land use
The future land use is a vital factor affecting to the future loading. The future land use
is guided and controlled by a multilevel hierarchical system determined by laws.
Communication and cooperation is needed between the land-use planners and the
engineers of the electricity utilities. The planning process is iterative between these
two:
•

the land-use plan tells the location and the magnitude of the load growth

•

the necessary transmission and distribution lines and substations need to be
included in the land use plan

A land-use planner is concerned with many of the same issues as the utility,
predicting needed infrastructure and services to a growing community. A greater
understanding can be reached with a cooperative approach to community planning.

The purpose of the land-use planning is to regulate the usage and construction of land.
When a plan is drawn up it includes plans of where for example residential areas,
employment areas, park and garden areas, and traffic routes will be placed in a certain
area. Land-use planning is divided into different planning levels. The more general
plan, covering usually a broader area, directs how the more detailed levels can be
planned. A hierarchy between national, provincial and town planning is based on the
Finnish Land-Use Act (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. The relationships between national, provincial and town level planning
based on the Finnish Land-Use Act.

The provincial land-use plan (maakuntakaava)
The provincial land-use plan is the most general level plan in the land-use planning
system. It presents the principles and the outlines for the community structure. It acts
as an agent between the national level goals and the town level land-use planning.

The master plan (yleiskaava)
The master plan is the overall scheme over land usage and traffic arrangements. The
plan covers the whole town area and directs planning on the more detailed level. The
master plan can also be drawn up to direct land usage and construction in a certain
area on the level of the local plan. In a master plan, the community structure,
functionally as well as physically, will be outlined. The planning principles are being
outlined and land-use alternatives are being prepared for the area. According to
regulations, the master plan consists of a master plan map with the requisite symbols
and regulations, as well as a separate report. Attached to the master plan is a land-use
development scheme that represents a vision of the future and defines the goals,
16

objectives and strategies of the communities land-use and the development of its
traffic systems. The master plan is updated typically every ten years. Taking the long
preparation times and complaint periods into account, the master planning process is
continuous. The master plan includes the overall scheme for zoning covering the
whole area. Therefore it is the most important source of land-use information for the
longest term load forecasts (10…25 years).

Component master plans (osayleiskaavat)
Component master plans are drawn for special areas. A unique one is the underground
component master plan of Helsinki (maanalaisten tilojen osayleiskaava), the first of
its kind in Finland. The aim is to create preconditions for the infrastructural service
taking place below ground, for the public shelters, traffic lanes and depots as well as
supporting activities to satisfy private and public needs.

Area Planning Projects (aluerakentamisprojektit)
Area Planning Projects are established in central areas of change within the
community. A new neighbourhood, for instance, is planned as a project. Planning and
building a large project may take between ten and twenty years. The planning of a
project area begins with creating a local plan. The local plans examine the whole city
more precisely than the master plan. The local plan contains planned locations for
functions like living, work and recreation. The local plan will later direct the more
detailed plan for the area, the detailed plan level, which usually is carried out in zones.
The city planning projects are valuable sources of information for the infrastructure
planners, because the construction of an area is scheduled on a timeline.

The detailed plans (asemakaavat)
The detailed plan level, and changes made in the plan, creates the preconditions for
construction. The plan regulates for what purpose a certain piece of land can be used
and how much can be built on it. The regulations also consider the height of
buildings, the width of streets and other matters that will affect on the structure and
the townscape of the area. Construction can start when the plan has been approved by
17

the town council and has reached legal validity. The planning process usually lasts at
least a year, but can also take several years.

The road and street plans (tie- ja katusuunnitelmat)
The road and street plans are based on other town plans, defining the dimensions,
character and traffic solutions for all roads and streets. Streets are usually classified as
main, collector and access streets. The national roads in any area are planned jointly
with the Finnish Road Administration. These plans provide routes for the other
infrastructure networks (power lines, water pipelines, sewery, gas pipelines).

The data sources for the future land use are manifold. The load forecasts of power and
energy should reach a time-scale of 30 years. Thus, it is obvious, that the co-operation
with administrative experts of cities is vital.

A Master Plan for the whole Helsinki area is prepared at approximately ten-years
intervals. The latest Master Plan is from 2002 and it became legally binding after
complaints round 2005. For electrical load scenarios the report of the Master Plan is
useful, since it includes estimations of prospective construction. The Master Plan
2002 includes separate predictions for residence and office construction mainly until
2020 (Figure 11). Some minor forecasts exceed onwards year 2020. (Helsingin
kaupunki 2002)

Helsinki Master Plan 2002
Floor area (FA-m2)
Residence Construction

Period 2000-2010

Period 2011-2020

Period 2021-

2 600 000

3 500 000

600 000

1 900 000
700 000

3 100 000
400 000

400 000
200 000

Office Construction

2 500 000

1 600 000

400 000

Operational areas

2 100 000
400 000

1 500 000
100 000

300 000

5 100 000

5 100 000

1 000 000

Operational areas
Other areas

Other areas
Total

100 000

Figure 11. Prospective construction in the city of Helsinki according to the Master
Plan 2002. (Helsingin kaupunki 2002)
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Helsinki has determined 25 operational areas to Master Plan 2002. (Helsingin
kaupunki 2002) These areas include the major part of the new construction in the
whole Helsinki area. When the goal is to create spatial electrical load forecasts, the
construction estimations for the operational areas are challenging. The estimations
need to be altered to separate predictions for all city sub-districts in Helsinki. Thus,
Helen Electricity Network has done its own prospective construction scenarios, based
on the Master Plan utilizing their own experience and further information given by
Helsinki City Planning Department.

3.5 Temperature
As a temperature data is applied the average outside hourly temperatures measured by
Finnish Meteorological Institute at Kaisaniemi measurement station. Measurements
are converted to Generis and saved there as an assistance series. Temperature series
are available for over past ten years. Temperature differences in the Helsinki area are
rather minor and thus, using one temperature for the whole area does not cause any
significant bias. These long-run average temperatures are vital for the temperature
normalization of the energy consumption.
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4 Data processing
4.1 Interfaces between databases
Methods on the spatial load analysis and forecast require major amount of background
information from different data sources. Thus, interfaces between databases are taking
a more significant role. (Koponen et al 2010) Below Figure 12 presents connective
information between databases of the developed scenario tool.

Figure 12. Data resources for the scenario tool with connective information.

4.1.1 Pairing of connection point and real estate
The most demanding interface is between the municipality register and the network
information system. This is because both of them are designed from totally different
bases and there are no common unambiguous data for pairing. Databases provide two
possible data for connection: addresses and coordinates. Addresses are overall more
often used in connections, but they are not the most efficient method. Especially, real
estates in the street corners can be addressed by using two different street names and
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this may cause incorrect connections or absents of pairing. Also, the spelling or
numbering in addresses may lead to confusions in paring. Thus, based on the research
in Helsinki the most confidential data for pairing is coordinates. Doing pairing
manually would not be reasonable because the huge amount of data and manual work.
Helsinki has around 46 000 real estates, 30 000 connection points and areas of full of
difficult intersections of real estates. Pairing manually is excluded despite the fact that
pairing will have to be done only once. Thus, pairing should be done through
software. For future, to reach the continuity to the pairing process the real estate
number is settled as a mandatory data for new connection points in the network
information system.

To reach the most valuable and usable outcome of the paring process it is reasonable
to settle the following filtering before pairing:
Take into account only connection points which have customers (meters)
Take into account only real estates which have buildings with floor area higher
than zero square meters
Take into account only real estates whose purpose of use is: housing, business,
industry or retail trade. Exclude specific real estates such as pump stations,
harbors or agriculture, because their electricity consumption is not
proportional to their total area.

After filtering, the data is proper for pairing. City Planning Department of Helsinki
provides corner coordinates of all real estates in Helsinki. Coordinates of the
connection points in the operational area of Helen Electricity Network Ltd. can be
exported from network information system. Pairing is done by using a geographical
program MapInfo Professional which contains a tool for the coordination pairing. All
the connection points inside the borders of a real estate are connected together. A
basic case is that one real estate includes one connection point. This case does not
cause any difficulties. A more demanding case is that one real estate includes more
than one connection point (Figure 13a). These situations can be handled by
considering the cluster of connection points as one connection point summing the
electricity consumptions of all connection points together. The most difficult case is
that more than one real estate are supplied by only one connection point (Figure 13b).
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These situations can only be managed by hand. The most troublesome is that the
automatic pairing can not identify these situations.

a)

b)

Figure 13. a) More than one connection point in one real estate. b) More than one
real estate is supplied by one connection point.

4.1.2 Connecting other data sources
The other interfaces between databases are notably easier comparing to the real estate
and connection point pairing, because there is available at least one common
unambiguous data. The network information system and customer database can be
paired by using a connection point number or a customer number. Furthermore, the
AMR measurement database and the network information system or the customer
database can be connected to each other by a metering point number. The outside air
temperature from the Kaisaniemi measurement station can be used with all connection
points without causing any significant fault.

Jointly these data bases even as minor as one individual real estate level make it
possible a new kind of analysis of the electricity consumption:
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Average electricity consumption in a specific spatial per floor area
(kWh/FA-m2)
Average electricity consumption for a specific customer type per floor area
(kWh/FA-m2)
Average electricity consumption per floor area (kWh/FA-m2) for buildings
constructed in a specific year
Average electricity consumption per resident
Growth of spatial load if all permitted building area is used.

Utilizing the AMR measurements makes it possible that average time series can be
calculated (separately average value for each 8760 hours). These average hourly
series are vital inputs for the forecasts of the future electrical loads.
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4.2 Identification of the customer types
A very simple way to group customers is discussed in this chapter. The idea is to go
through the hourly consumptions of an individual customer, and calculate certain predefined key values. These values are then compared against pre set values, which
provide boundaries for all possible customer groups. This approach is very
straightforward, and results so far have been satisfying.

Five key values are calculated. These are all simple divisions.

KEYeleHeat = Average consumption of cold days / Average consumption of neutral
days

KEYairCon = Average consumption of warm days / Average consumption of neutral
days

KEYnightEle = Average of night time consumption / Average of day time consumption

KEYeve = Average of consumption of eves / Average of consumption of working days
KEYholiday = Average of consumption of holidays / Average of consumption of
working days

Nighttime consumption is an average between 22 and 04 hours, and daytime
consumption between 07 and 20 hours. Eves are Saturdays and certain other nonworking days which are thought to behave as Saturdays. Holidays are Sundays and
certain other non-working days which are thought to behave as Sundays. These
definitions can, and should, be changed if results do not match the general
understanding of how consumption during certain special days (like Christmas)
should behave.

The calculation of heating and air condition key values is the most difficult one. Both
of these represent the effect of outside temperature on electricity consumption. The
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basic idea is to compare the average consumption of cold days to neutral days, and
warm days to neutral days. Neutral days are such, that neither heating nor air
conditioning is used. Boundaries were selected to be such that neutral days are from
9 to 14 °C, cold days are colder than - 4 °C, and warm days are warmer than 14 °C.
These values should be verified when more experience is gained, and they could also
be different for different geographical areas.

Christmas time can be cold, and this can cause problems if days are compared only
using temperature. Here, a very simple solution was used: Christmas is removed from
the heat key analysis. Even a more challenging detail is the search for possible air
conditioning, as during summer time people are usually on holiday and it is difficult
to say what changes in consumption were caused by holidays and what by warm
weather. Again, a simple solution was used: days within each group (cold, neutral and
warm) are sorted by daily consumption, and only 60 % are used so that lowest
consumption days are removed. This is done to get rid of those days when people are
on holiday, as during those days it might be said that measured consumption does not
represent the effect of temperature. Once again, the validity of this 60 % value should
be checked when more data is processed.

After key values have been calculated, customers can be divided into groups.
Currently the main divisions are:

Office

Eve and Holiday keys are lower than 0.65

Shop

Holiday key is lower than 0.65 and Eve key is
higher than 0.65

Household

Eve and Holiday key are between 0.65 and 4.0

Electric heating

Heat key is between 2.1 and 3.5

No electric heating

Heat key is between 1.0 and 2.1

Air conditioning

Air-conditioning key is between 1.1 and 3.0

No air conditioning

Air conditioning key is between 0.6 and 1.1

Nighttime electricity contract

Night time electricity key is between 1.0 and 5.0

No nighttime contract

Night time electricity key is below 1.0
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These are used together to create groups, so one group might be a household that uses
no electric heating and has no special contract for night time electricity use, but uses
some air conditioning. These are just examples of possible boundaries for different
groups, and the values separating the groups should be changed as more data is
processed and groups are examined.

Another approach would be to use statistical clustering. Clustering however takes
more calculating time, and results are not quite as easy to interpret. However, as
clustering is not used, customer groups have to be completely defined before the
grouping process: boundaries of all groups have to be set beforehand.

As an example, Figure 14 shows how heat key values are distributed in various
geographical areas with different customer bases. From previous information it is
known that Lauttasaari data should consist mostly of customers who use district
heating. In Pakila, it should be found district heaters, oil heaters, and electric heaters.
Kainuu is situated in northern Finland and with the limited amount of data available it
can be seen alternative heating solutions of district heating, oil heating, and also quite
high electrical heating.

A detailed analysis results to a heat key value around 1.2 meaning that a customer is
not using electricity for heating. To say when a customer is using electricity for
heating is more problematic. However, with some additional information from Kainuu
it can be said that those customers, who have a heat key higher than 2.1, are typically
electric heaters. It can also be said that customers who have heat key below 0.9 or
higher than 3.5 are quite uncommon.
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Figure 14. Distribution of Heat Key in Lauttasaari, Pakila and Kainuu

An iterative process describes how the grouping is done. Using both distributions of
key values (calculated using only actual measured data), and prior knowledge allows
choosing correct key values to represent those customer groups that is wanted to
partition. As a result, several groups are defined by five key values. From these the
Eve and Holiday key can be combined, as together they imply the type of the
customer (office, shop or household). Thus, four key values are needed to partition the
customers into groups. The customer groups in the demos of this report have been
created using solely this grouping method.

4.3 Temperature analysis
4.3.1 Explaining electricity consumption of households
In Finland, electricity consumption varies significantly during the year. For customers
who use electricity for heating, the rise in consumption is mostly due to low
temperatures. District, oil and other non-electric heaters use also more electricity
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during winter. This is mostly because there is less daylight, so more lighting is
required. Apart from direct need of heat and light, higher electricity consumption
during winter may also be explained by people’s tendency to stay more at home
during dark and cold winter time (and thus watch more television, use computer etc.).

The significant difference between winter, spring, summer and autumn can be seen in
Figures 15 and 16. They show how the day length (hours of day light per day as a
calculated value) and temperature (average temperature of day in Helsinki) changes
during the year. These values can be seen on the right hand side y-axis, which is
reversed to show the relationships better. The left hand side y-axis shows daily
consumptions so that the maximum day hits 100% and other days are scaled
accordingly. Thus, the yearly structure is not changed.

Consumption of a customer group that uses no electric heating can be seen in Figure
15 (3483 customers). It follows quite strongly the day length, with the exception of
the summer holiday time. A clear weekly rhythm can also be seen. Accordingly,
Figure 16 shows a load curve of a customer group, which uses electric heating (351
customers). Here the consumption clearly follows temperature, but this dependency is
not linear throughout the year. As temperature gets higher (say, higher than 15 °C),
the consumption no longer follows temperature changes.

Both customer groups were created using simple sorting methods discussed in chapter
4.2. No data of the customer type was available - the groups were created solely using
actual measured data. Figures 15 and 16 present that the curves seem to represent
respective groups quite well according to what one might expect from either electric
or non-electric heating household customers.
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Figure 15. Day Energy regression model for a customer group Households without
Electrical Heating

Figure 16. Day Energy regression model for a customer group Households with
Electrical Heating
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4.3.2 Static linear regression model
A simple static linear regression model can be used to explain the daily consumption
changes of Finnish household customers. (Koivisto 2010) The three most important
factors of the model are temperature (temp), day length (dLen) and day type (dType).
The only necessary explanatory input data is temperature, as the day length is
calculated using a mathematical formula and the day type information comes from a
calendar. The model to explain consumption can be written as
y

b0

b dLen x dLen

b temp x temp

b dType x dType

,

(1)

where b is the coefficient, x is the value of an explanatory variable and y is the
response variable (consumption of a day). The first coefficient is the intercept to set
the consumption level.

The temperature and day type are presented as sums, as one linear explanatory
variable is often not enough. With temperature this means that the model takes into
account that heating is not needed when temperature reaches a certain point (this can
be set for example to 13 °C), and it also allows very cold days to be treated in a
different way. This can be important for example if air heat pumps are used, as they
may not work well when it is very cold (and thus the temperature coefficient has to be
changed). The effect of temperature can be treated in linear parts (here three parts)
b temp x temp

b tColdAve x tColdAve

b tAve x tAve

b tWarmAve x tWarmAve

.

(2)

with temperature limits at -5 and 13 °C. These should be selected so that they best
represent the non-linear effect of temperature on consumption, but one should leave
enough days for each section. In Figures 15 and 16, tAve is the basic coefficient for
temperature, tWarmAve is the coefficient that can have an effect for days warmer
than 13 °C, and tColdAve can have an effect when average temperature is below 5 °C.

Day type sum consists of several dummy (or signal) variables which are needed to
separate for example holidays from working days. It is difficult to say beforehand
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how complex the dummy system has to be to explain consumption with sufficient
precision (for example how Christmas should be taken into account). At least,
working days, eves (Eve) and holidays (HoliD) should be separated, and Christmas
time (xMas) can have a special structure.

If the day type system is growing too complex, or day types are too distinct, some
days can be removed or day types can be analysed separately. In Figures 15 and 16,
the model is created after summer days (from the beginning of June to the end of
August) were removed. This is done because summer holidays cause the consumption
to decrease. Summer holidays could also be taken into account by making the day
type dummy system more complex. This is rather difficult as it is hard to say how
holidays should be modeled. At the same time, increasing air condition load in some
real estates during a summer season compensates and hides effects of holidays. In
largest cities even in the Nordic Countries, electricity consumption can reach the
highest level on summer instead of winter. Thus, this development of loading during
summer seasons is especially interesting. Research on summer loads will continue and
thus it is not considered in this report.

Figures 15 and 16 show the most important explanatory variables for respective
customer types. The fitting is done by the basic least squares fitting. Day length is
needed to explain the consumption of both types, but for non-electric heaters it is
more dominant. Non-electric heaters need temperature as an explanatory variable only
when it gets very cold. For electrical heaters, the same temperature coefficient can be
applied up to 14 °C. However, after that limit it gets closer to zero (the analysis is
done so that for warm days one must sum up the two coefficient, e.g. -1.98 + 1.58 =
-0.4 as the temperature coefficient for warm days). For both groups, eves and holidays
have a higher consumption, and for a non-electric heater Christmas has to be
considered as a special case. As summer days were removed, summer is not
considered in the model at all.
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The presented model can also be used for temperature normalization. To do that, the
reference temperature is given as an input as a temperature variable in the model
while keeping all other explanatory variables the same. This can be done for all
variables so it is possible to normalize any day to a selected day length and
temperature.

4.3.3 Limitations of the model

The model presented in chapter 4.3.2 is kept as simple as possible. For example, the
week structure is assumed to stay the same during the whole year, which may not be
true for all customers. Statistical diagnostics must be used to verify the validity of the
model. These methods are not discussed in this report, but basically the idea is that for
a well-defined model the error term should be white noise.

For the data presented in Figures 15 and 16, quite high first order autocorrelation in
the error term was found (diagnostics were done with the summer completely
removed). The autocorrelation may be caused by an omitted explanatory variable such
as wind, rain etc. Adding an additional variable would complicate the analysis
because an extra time series would be needed, so it is not considered in this report.
Other possibility for autocorrelation is a wrong structural definition of the model. A
transformation of some explanatory variable or the response variable might be
needed. Several transformations were tested, but none of them seemed to solve the
autocorrelation problem.

With daily time series, quite high first order autocorrelation of the error term is often
present. If no other explanation for the autocorrelation is found, it is possible that
when forecasting today’s consumption, the consumption on the previous day
(yesterday) might have an influence. This can be taken into account by using a
dynamical model or by using a static model, which takes into account the first order
autocorrelation in the error term.
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A dynamic model with extra explanatory variables of lag one for temperature, day
type, and the response variable daily energy does fix the autocorrelated errors (lag one
of day length variable should not be used, as it causes a serious multicollinearity
problem). Using a dynamic model is however difficult for forecasting, as for
explaining tomorrow one should know what happened today.

As of yet, the autocorrelation in error terms is not taken into account at all. The most
important thing here is to show the essential explanatory variables when explaining
daily energies of Finnish household customers, and they can quite clearly be
identified as day length, temperature and day type (day type including also the effect
of summer and Christmas).

A similar analysis that was done here for two different household types, was also
done for offices. The whole data contained only a small amount of offices, so the
office group was quite small (about 60). Still, a general finding was that a similar
model seems to be able to explain also consumption of small offices. The day types
are the most important explanatory variables (with eve and holiday consumption
being lower). The strong weekly rhythm does not stay the same throughout the year,
so a more complex day type dummy system might be needed, or different day types
could be analysed separately.
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5 Forecasting
5.1 Forecasting methods
The spatial forecasting of the electrical energy and power is a vital task for electric
utilities. Load forecasts have to provide information about how much power must be
delivered (magnitude), and where (space) and when (time) it will be needed.

The starting point of the future spatial forecasting is the present loading. The
development of the whole society is the general guide line for the future. The socioeconomic factors of the area in question, like the growth of population and
workplaces, the purpose of use of the land (residential, industry, municipal, etc.), the
costs of energy, political incentives and penalties especially in the energy field, affect
the future energy use. In addition, the present load profiles are developing. In spatial
forecasts, some basic factors are taken into account. The future will bring changes for
this present situation and the main developments arise from
changes in present consumptions
future growth and redevelopment of areas

The time scales for forecasting are long. While realization of investments in high
voltage transmission routes and primary substations in city urban areas may take from
several years to over a decade the scenarios should cover e.g. 30 – 50 years. The total
time scale is several decades. However, some intermediate views should be taken e.g.
by having time steps of 10 years. The more remote future the forecasting covers, the
more alternative scenarios should be considered.

Basically there are two load forecast techniques that are used for electrical forecasts:
trending methods which extrapolate past load growth patterns into the future,
simulation methods which involves modelling the process of load growth
itself.
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The most common trending method is multiple regression used to fit a polynomial
function to the historical peak load data. (Willis 2002) Trending is most suited to
short range “large area” forecasting. It is based on historical data alone and not
suitable for long-range forecasting. With high spatial resolution - when the region
studied is divided into very small areas - the portion of vacant areas is quite high.
Trending cannot establish any trend in a vacant area where no load history exists.
Thus, trending is not suitable for spatial load forecasting either.

Land-use simulation methods have been used to model the process of the load growth
in order to predict load evolution in a spatial and temporal basis. This methodology is
particularly suited to high spatial resolution for long range forecasting and multiscenario planning. (Willis 2002) Conversion of the land-use plans to electricity use
forecasts is the key element in this concept. The engineer planning transmission and
distribution systems has to be interactively involved in land-use planning process. For
this reason, a land-use based method is also quite natural choice.

Trending and simulation are the basic manners to predict the future. In the developed
spatial forecast, elements of the trending and simulation will be applied. By trending,
the past realized development can be taken into account and trending represents one
scenario alternative. By simulation, specific causal loads can be included in the
model. The spatial load forecasts are an example of simulation, however elements of
trending are included.

The aim of the spatial forecasts for electric utilities is to have an answer to questions:
Will additional capacity be needed? If so, what facilities have to be built, when and
where? What are the costs? What is the schedule of the operations and when will
various expenses be incurred? The basic procedure to reach scenarios is to have the
present loadings as the starting point and add the future increments / decrements of
the coming years to them.

5.2 Spatial forecasting and scenario tool characteristics
In spatial forecasting, the coming decades, the future changes of the present loading
and the new consumption arising inevitability by new inhabitants, working places and
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the development of the society are modelled. In the developed model, the measured
load curve is the starting point. The future is taken into account by modifications of
the present specific consumptions and load curves, by creating new load curves and
by determining and including the prospective construction. Thus, in the scenario tool
the load curves are carried on throughout the whole time scale of the forecasts. This
enables the possibility to analyse the loading at any time, e.g. at a desired time of the
year, week or day. A graph of data processing is presented below (Figure 17)
(Appendix A).

Figure 17. Data processing of the scenario tool. (Appendix A)

In the model, the spatial forecasting follows a formula:

scenario of future consumption =

(3)

present consumption
specific consumption * future construction
tuning present consumption
adding new loading / production

The scenarios are created spatially. In the demo, scenarios are developed for two
districts of Helsinki.
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5.2.1 Present consumption
In this work, the hourly energy readings from AMR measurements offer the data of
the present consumption. Chapters 3 and 4 explain the analyses and normalization of
the measured hourly series. The considerable change in this input data is that now
hourly readings are available from each customer instead the earlier characterization
of customers with measured annual energies and indexed curves of customer groups.
The hourly series provide a possibility to analyse in detail the weather (temperature,
daylight) dependence, the customer group identification or to determine at a certain
time stamp the participation of a certain customer group to the peak load of an area / a
feeder / a substation.

In this work, the measured, hourly series from AMR meters are used. The time series
are scaled to a reference temperature to work as a scaled input data for further
analyses. Also load curves of the specific consumptions / m2 are determined for each
customer group.

5.2.2 Modifying the present consumption and modeling of new loads
In the forecasts, the future energy consumption should be modeled. Future
consumption includes the changes of the present consumption as well as the impacts
of totally new loads. The consumption of electrical energy of many customer groups
has been increasing for decades (Adato 2006). In general, there is expected to be
stronger political and global pressure to calm the continuous increase and thus, energy
efficiency is a actual topic (Työ- ja elinkeinoministeriö 2009). However, to decrease
the use of energy might on the other hand mean an increase of the use of electricity
(e.g. cars using gasolin/ electric cars).

Below is one list proposing issues of causing an increase (+) and a decrease (-) of use
of electricity.
air ventilation and air conditioning
electric cars
electric trains, metro, trams, trolley busses
ships connected to main land electricity networks when staying in harbours
server centres
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increase / decrease of specific consumption of equipment, buildings, processes
district cooling systems
heat pumps
low energy houses and devices
abandoning incandescent lamps
energy efficiency
small scale generation at customer installations
political control and sanctions
For scenario purposes the model has tools to modify the present consumption and to
include totally new loads. The developed model include tools to
tune present specific consumptions
modify present load curves
create new load curves

Tuning present specific consumptions
To modify the present consumption for needs of scenarios, the present specific
consumption can be altered. In the scenario tool, the specific consumption of the
present customers is determined using the AMR data. For future scenarios, it is
possible to modify it by a fixed factor determined
from the historical data (trending factor)
by the expert using the scenario tool
The trend was determined using the annual energy values of past ten years. This acts
as a possible fixed trending factor. In addition to this, the expert is able to modify the
specific consumption by an additional factor. This factor can be used to model the
increase / decrease of the use of electricity. The additional factor can also represent a
new load. For example, the future air ventilation and air conditioning could be taken
into account by increasing the present specific consumption by a fixed percentage (%)
or a fixed amount of additional specific consumption (kW / m2).

Modifying present load curves and creating new ones
The present load curves can be tuned to model the future changes. The indexed
present load curves are created for each customer type using the AMR data. Changes
in loadings, like a customer adding ventilation and changing the heating system can
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be taken into account by curve tuning (Kaartio 2010, Koreneff 2010, Mutanen 2010).
For totally new load types new load curves are needed. For example, to model the
charging of electric cars, local small scale production or new applications of load
control, various, wholly new load curves are needed.

As well minor as major changes of loads can be modeled. The electricity use of a
single new load might be minor but the total effect on the substation level might be
considerable and important to be included in the analyses. In the future, it is expected
to have new operators, like aggregators acting on the electricity markets. (Valtonen &
Honkapuro 2010) Their operation could be added to scenarios as a new load curve. In
addition, single customers having peak power demand of mega watts are especially
crucial to be modeled. An industrial customer is a typical example. In Helsinki, loads
like power plants of district heating and cooling, server centres, pumping stations of
water, waste water, district heating and cooling, transformer stations and connection
points to trains, metro and trams, and supply points of ships to the main land may
locally have demand of mega watts. They may be located in the middle of the city
where the present loading densities are already high. Thus, these loads should not be
forgotten or ignored but should be separately addressed to a certain location in the
network.

These above mentioned changes can either be realized by replacing the existing load
curves with new curves or by adding / decreasing elements caused by the changes to
the present load curves.

In the scenarios, the timing of the changes is also a vital input data. The adding can be
performed at certain years or the loading changes can be linked e.g. to increasing
shares of spatial floor areas. Kaartio (2010) presented a solution where the future
penetration of electric cars and their charging loads are dynamically scaled according
to the floor area.

5.2.3

Future land use

The future land use is one of the strongest factor when building scenarios for future
energy use. The aim of building spatial scenarios is to be able to evaluate the future
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land use by smaller areas, like districts, zones, squares of map, to have scenes of
spatial future construction of cities. The most important source of construction of the
developed tool is the master plan of Helsinki 2002. It evaluates the spatial
development of the city up to the year 2020. However, this is not long enough time
review. In the modelling, it was extended through deeper conversations with the city
authorities. In the developed model, the future construction of Helsinki is addressed to
130 city sub-districts. Multiplying the future construction with the values of specific
consumptions results to the spatial growth of the electricity consumption. This is
further added to the present consumption.

Figure 18. A linear regression models for the day energy / FA-m2 on different days in
year with and without intercept terms. (Appendix B)
In Figure 18, the behavior of the biggest customer group of Lauttasaari (households
with no electric heating and no air conditioning) can be seen. X-axis is the amount of
floor square meters of a connection, and y-axis is the daily consumption of that
connection. The lines are linear lines fitted for a selected summer (lowest line), spring
and autumn (the two lines in the middle) and winter day (highest line). The yellow
line is an average of all days of the year.
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When transferring from summer to winter, the coefficient of the line gets higher but
the constant part stays the same being almost zero. In the right hand side of the
Figure 18, the first equations with a constant part and then the equations as the
constant part as forced to be zero (in bold) are presented. The coefficients with or
without the constant are about the same, so it can be said that the floor square meters
of a connection seem to explain the consumption in linear fashion with no need of a
constant. This is to be expected as the various floor square meters are sums of similar
customers (a bigger connection here normally means that there are a lot of smaller
customers, not one big customer).

If connections are similar, there is no need to use a regression model. Big connections
are just sums of many customers with them being somewhat similar as being the same
type. A problem of a regression model fitted using least squares method is that
outliers have a major impact. If all consumptions of all days of the year are divided
with the sum of floor square meters the average of consumption per square meter
(Figure 19) is received. This way the yearly structure stays the same – the level of yaxis is just brought down, and outliers do not have a big impact. This kind of a simple
approach assumes the constant to be zero, but that seems to be the case as discussed
before and as seen in Figure 18.
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Figure 19. The day energy / FA-m2 for Households without electrical heating, air
conditioning or night heating.
Figure 19 presents day energies / floor area calculated from regression model without
a constant term and calculated by dividing total day energies by floor area. It can be
seen that the shape of the both curves are almost similar and actually the shape of the
orange curve is exactly identical with the electricity consumption curve. Generally,
the dividing method gives little higher electricity consumption per square meter.
Further statistical research is needed to find out a reason for that. Also experimental
analysis can help to choose the most reasonable method. In spite of all, in scenarios
presented in this report day energies / floor area calculated by simply a dividing
method has been applied.

5.2.4 Elements of the demo scenario tool
The scenario is created spatially to two districts of Helsinki. The intermediary year of
the scenario is 2020 and the final year is 2030. The principal of the demo is following
(Equations (3) and (4) are same):
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scenario of future consumption1 =

(4)

present consumption2
specific consumption3 * future construction4
tuning present consumption5
adding new loading / production6
where
scenario of the future consumption1 is the spatial load forecast of a certain year (e.g.
2020 and 2030)
present consumption2 is the present spatial normalized load curve which is formulated
by summing and normalization of the individual, measured load curves of the area in
question
specific consumption3 is determined from the measured load curves by linking the
data of the floor area to the measured AMR data. The measurements are normalized
to a reference temperature. The specific consumption is determined to every customer
type.
future construction4 is the predicted spatial construction floor area of new households
and office buildings by the years 2020 and 2030

tuning present consumption5 includes a tool to either modify the present specific
consumption by a trending factor or a fixed factor. With the same tool, the present
load curve of a certain customer type can be replaced with a modified load curve or
some additional increase/decrease can be added to a present load curve.
adding new loading / production6 is a tool to include a load curve of a new load type.
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6 Specifications of user interface
After this research project of spatial load models utilizing AMR measurements the
next phase is product development. An aim is to develop an analysis and a scenario
computer program based on definitions and trial applications which have been
presented in this report. Software can be a stand-alone product or an integrated tool in
network information system. To develop the user interface is an important part of
productization. The user interface should not only be easy to use but also to include a
sufficient number of variables and options to modify scenarios and forecasts.

All information and measurements should be updated automatically to the scenario
tool when data is changed in original data sources. The most reliable way for
implementation is to avoid data duplication using interfaces between data sources and
a scenario program. For a user it should be retained a possibility to see and modify
raw data from data sources. This can be used for finding out a reason of unexpected
scenario results. Also a possibility to input time series of a specific load or load
changes should be build into the scenario software.

Software should include at least following options, variables and limiting valuables:
Area, period, date and outside temperature of the forecast
Expected future construction of various types (households, offices and
industry) in square meters separately for each year and each small district
Modify limit values of keys 1-4 in the customer type identification tool
Expected changes in heating methods modelled per square meters

Broad scenarios are generated less frequently- monthly or even once a year.
Therefore, it is allowed that the calculating time of the scenario in a software is long
from few minutes to several hours. Obviously scenarios for a large and dense city
district or whole city take a longer time, simply because of the enormous amount of
data. Also interfaces between databases cause lag. On the other hand, scenarios for
individual customers or small areas are needed daily and thus, a simple calculating
process should be performed in a reasonable time.
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Requirements for the outputs of the scenario tool are plenty, because an analyser can
be interested in widely different matters. Software should support both graphical and
numerical outputs. The time range of scenarios is very wide from present to 50 years
forward. Also the time scale of scenarios can be an hour, a day, a week, a year or even
some decades. The majority of source data is based on coordinates and therefore
analyses and scenarios are possible to present on the map. Visual scenarios on the
map and topographies are more understandable than numbers and curves alone.

Software should support at least following kind of outputs:
Table and graph of hourly, daily, weekly and yearly electrical load time series
of different areas (meter, connection point, small district, city district, whole
city, distribution transformer service area, substation or specific area marked
on a map)
Maximum electrical load on various areas (meter, connection point, small
district, city district, whole city, distribution transformer service area,
substation) and its occurring time
Electrical load time series for specific customer types per floor area calculated
on various source areas or whole city
Distribution of various customer types spatially
Distributions of building types (household, office, shop), heating methods,
existence of air conditioning and property of night heating
Raster maps of spatial loads on the whole operational area
Spatial growth rates of electrical load
Summary of all vital information spatially

During the demonstration period, customer type identifications, average electricity
consumption for specific customer type per floor area and regression analyses were
calculated using a special prototype software. The tool was coded using C language
and it was developed by Aalto University School of Electrical Engineering. Data from
different sources were mainly connected and handled by Microsoft Excel and
Microsoft Access. Calculated data was also presented on the map by using
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Bentley Geo Web Publisher V8i, which provides intelligent geospatial information
handling. It allows also an advanced website based publishing to integrate a variety of
data sources (Figure 20).

Figure 20. The main view of Bentley Geo Web Publisher.
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7 Load analyses and forecast demos
In the demo, AMR data of two geographical areas was used. Lauttasaari area
represents a city downtown with office buildings and apartment houses. Pakila area
has small houses (single family or two family houses) and detached houses with
households. From these areas AMR data is available mainly since September 2009,
but in the beginning there is lot of measurement absences in the data. Thus, analyses
have been done starting from the beginning of year 2010.

First, the measurement data from the demo areas were analysed by a customer
identification tool. The tool analysed separately the type (TypeKey), the heating
method (HeatKey), the existence of air conditioning (ACKey) and night heating (Nght
Key). The combination of these four key values determines the customer type for each
individual metering point or connection point. Combinations of these four keys
provide 225 different customer types, whom can be merged if necessary.

In addition, sum curves of the whole demo areas can be analysed together with the
outside temperature and the day length. Both of them are explanatory variables for the
energy consumption besides the day of a week. The forecast of future spatial loads in
demo areas can be also composed utilizing information of prospective construction or
total permitted building area. Additional consumption can be calculated by
multiplying the floor area with the consumption per square meters shown in Figure
19. Year-round consumptions are present as daily averages in the graphs below to
make clearer figures. Same graphs can be drawn also as hourly averages, if researched
time period is shorter.

7.1 Lauttasaari
The measurement data were processed through the customer identification tool. Key
values calculated by the tool are shown in Figure 21. According to the distributions of
keys it was pointed out that 97 % of all the customers are households. Only 2 % of all
metering points were classified as an office. This was a very small share. However, if
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the electricity supply would be valued in energy (kWh), then offices would represent
a much bigger share. HeatKey showed that around three quarters of customers do not
use electricity for heating whereas they use district heating or maybe some even oil
heating. Ca. 14 % got outcome LoWinter, which had a very minor difference to the
type NonEHeat. Thus, in reality there could be even more than 76 % of connection
points without electrical heating in Lauttasaari. ACKey defined that 42 % of all
customers use low air conditioning. That could be a higher share, because furthermore
47% of the customers could not be proofed to have air conditioning or be without air
conditioning. Only 11% of customers use possibly night heating, like it was expected
after the heating method analysis.

Figure 21. Distributions of separate key values from a customer type identification
tool in Lauttasaari.

After getting separate key values they can be combined with real customer types. In
Lauttasaari, distribution of the customer types was fairly clear and it was dominated
by two largest types with over 60 % share (Figure 22). The most considerable group
was Households with possible air conditioning without electrical heating. The second
type was otherwise same but instead of low air conditioning they had not air
conditioning at all. Following types were households with low winter heating with
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less than 5 % share per each. In practice, also these types could be heated by district
heating because the existence of electrical heating was so weak. Overall, the
distribution of the customer types met well earlier expectations based on general
knowledge of the city district.

Figure 22. Distribution of customer types in Lauttasaari city district.

Daily energy consumptions (dENE) compared to outside temperature (tAVE) and day
length (dLEN) has been presented in Figure 23. Because of the problems with
measurement data of Lauttasaari in 2010, data from 85 % of all customers were
applied. Thus, in the scenarios the level of electricity consumption of Lauttasaari
wasn’t real and didn’t match exactly with consumption calculated from yearly
electricity consumptions. From the figure it can be seen that in the area where
electrical heating is uncommon electricity consumption follows more exactly the
curve of day length than the curve of outside temperature.
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Figure 23. Daily electricity consumptions compared to outside temperature and day
length. (Appendix C)
Spatial load scenarios were calculated based on the existent spatial electricity load and
the volume of the prospective construction. In the scenarios, all future construction
area was multiplied by the most common customer type’s (Household without
electrical heating or air conditioning) daily energy curve per the floor area (Figure
19). Based on an unofficial forecast from Helsinki City Planning Department and our
own estimations in Lauttasaari city district it is expected to have additional
construction around 300 000 m2 2011-2020 and 250 000 m2 2020-2030. The whole
remaining permitted building area is about 1 500 000 m2. Figure 24 shows the
permitted building area on a map. Scenarios of the electricity load in Lauttasaari on
2020, 2030 and when all permitted building area is used are shown in Figure 25. The
estimations of construction caused that the yearly electricity consumption in
Lauttasaari could increase by 20 % until 2020 and additionally 14 % more until 2030.
The worst-case-scenario when all permitted building area is used involved over 50
GWh growth to electricity load of Lauttasaari city district. Helen Electricity has
already prepared to the growth of load by beginning a pre-planning of a new
substation to Lauttasaari. These scenarios can be tuned by summing specific
consumption series after enough reliable time series for electric cars, energy
efficiency, head pumps etc. have been modeled.
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Figure 24. The geographical location of permitted building areas in Lauttasaari.

Figure 25. Three different scenarios of daily electricity consumptions in Lauttasaari
city district.
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7.2 Pakila
Pakila is a totally different district from Lauttasaari, because there majority of houses
are small houses and detached houses without having district heating. The customer
identification tool proofed also these expectations. Key value outcomes of the tool
showed that in Pakila 99 % of metering points were classified as Households
(Figure 26). HeatKey established that 57 % did not use electrical heating, but even
around 40 % used electrical heating at some level. This is a much higher proportion
than in Lauttasaari. Otherwise, in Pakila air conditioning was much more unusual than
in Lauttasaari. Based on ACKey, 53 % of metering points had not any kind of air
conditioning and 34 % could not be recognized using air conditioning. In Pakila city
district electrical heating during the night time is still rather popular with share of
23 %.

Figure 26. Distributions of separate key values from a customer type identification
tool in Pakila.
Distributions of key values were more fractured than in Lauttasaari. This was also
seen as plenty of customer types, which are combinations of four key values (Figure
27). Moreover the share of other group was as common as 26% of all metering points.
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This group included all customer types whom shares were smaller than 1 %. The
share of customer types could be modified more explicitly by merging the groups for
larger and more common ones. Also in Pakila, two most common customer types
were households without electrical heating and air conditioning (24 %) or with
possible air conditioning (20 %). The most significant in the share is that already the
third and fourth most common types were households with electrical heating which
covered together 11 % of all customer types.

Figure 27. Distribution of customer types in Pakila city district.
Daily energy consumptions (dENE) compared to outside temperature (tAVE) and day
length (dLEN) has been shown below (Figure 28). In Pakila, the proportion of
households with electrical heating is rather small but in energy consumption (kWh) it
dominates the whole spatial load. Figure 28 shows how the electricity consumption
followed outside temperature almost exactly due to the electrical heating load. Only
exception was summer months after midsummer when the consumption is higher than
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what the outside temperature could explain. The reason is that temperature and
electricity consumption interdependence changed near to zero when outside
temperature is higher than around 15 °C.

Figure 28. Daily electricity consumptions compared to outside temperature and day
length. (Appendix D)
Based on Helsinki City Planning Department’s estimations and Helen electricity
network Ltd’s knowledge it was forecasted that building area of Pakila city district
will increase around 20 000 m2 during 2011-2020 and 30 000 m2 between 2020-2030.
All permitted building area in city district is totally 700 000 m2 and its geographical
location is presented on a map (Figure 29).

Spatial load scenarios were calculated by summing the existent spatial electricity load
and the new load of the prospective construction. In the scenarios, all prospective
construction area was multiplied by the most common customer type’s (Household
without electrical heating or air conditioning) daily energy curve per floor area
(Figure 19). Scenarios of the electricity load in Pakila on 2020, 2030 and when all
permitted building area is used are shown in Figure 30. Present consumption
calculated from AMR measurements was around 50 GWh. It presents that the
construction forecast in Pakila was so minor that it did not cause any remarkable
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changes for the spatial electricity load. Prospective construction could increase yearly
electricity consumption in Pakila city district only by little over 1 GWh until 2030.
However, if all permitted building area in Pakila will be used the yearly electricity
consumption could reach 78 GWh, which is 56% higher than present consumption.
This scenario can be further tuned by summing specific consumptions after they are
modeled by further researches.

Figure 29. The geographical location of permitted building areas in Pakila.

Figure 30. Three different scenarios of daily electricity consumptions in Pakila city
district.
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8 Conclusion
Electricity utilities should be able to respond to the power demands arising from the
development of the surrounding society. Thus, utilities should have various scenarios
supporting as well all the groundwork preceding the optional long term plans of the
power system as the realization of the investments. The time scale of the long-term
plans should cover some decades. The future changes in the society should be
converted to the development needs of the power systems. Thus, there is a strong
demand for a tool that assists the expert of power systems to create spatial, long-term
plans of future demand and needed development of the power system.

In this project, a basis for a tool for spatial load forecasts utilizing AMR
measurements was developed. These AMR measurements offer the data of the
starting point of the scenarios. The measurements were analysed and normalized to a
reference temperature. Measurements were utilized to update and create new load
curves for certain customer groups and also for determining the specific
consumptions. In the tool, the future construction of buildings as a measure of floor
areas, described the spatial growth of the city. For scenario needs, the tool includes
elements to tune the present consumption according to the supposed future changes in
loadings and to add totally new loads.

The tool was tested utilizing data of two districts of Helsinki. The customer type
identification tool provided reasonable results of the customer types’ distribution
which met well general expectations of these districts. Lauttasaari contained mainly
apartment house households without electrical heating and in Pakila row houses with
electrical heating were remarkably common. Demonstrations proofed also that daily
electricity consumptions of households with electrical heating followed exactly
outside temperature, excluding the summer season. Besides, consumptions of
households without electrical heating tracked the day length curve.

Valuable information of prospective construction and day energy time series per floor
area for most common customer type enabled to create scenarios of spatial load for
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2020, 2030 and time when all permitted building area is used. Subsequent scenarios
are sharpened by using various day energy curves per floor area for each different
customer type. Also the feature of consumption tuning will be tested after further
studies enable to define specific electricity consumption time series for electric cars,
the development of energy efficiency, heat pumps and etc.

Temperature normalization was not yet applied to the scenario tool. However, the
temperature and day light analyses of the load curves showed that for some customer
types temperature correlation was not significant at all, but on the opposite for some
customer groups the electricity consumption followed the temperature or the day light
quite strongly. Thus, in the further developing of the scenario tool, the coefficients for
temperature behavior should be applied e.g. separately to each customer group and the
scenario tool should be able to convert the measured load curve to a determined
reference temperature curve. Temperature coefficients can be calculated from
regression model of electricity consumption or utilizing the special heat demand rate.

Creating the demo revealed the challenges in combining data of various data bases.
Also, the huge amount of data and inaccuracies of it create needs for further
development of the data bases, data base interfaces and the data processing itself. All
the data could be linked to a graphical information system. The tool is used by an
expert of the power system. However, special attention should be paid to the user
interface as an aim to help the expert to vary the input data to result to a variety of
optional scenarios. The output of the development tool should include as well lists as
graphically visualized spatial scenarios.

During the next research period the spatial scenario tool will be developed by building
in spatial increase rate of consumption calculated from the past yearly electricity
consumptions. Scenarios will be also corrected by calculating separate day electricity
consumptions per floor area for each individual customer type, when in scenarios of
this report were used only same consumption curve per floor area of the largest
customer type. These results will be written in the Master Thesis of the same topic,
which will be published on June 2011.
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